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1 Introduction

Since the date of its creation the internet has represented a mean of freedom,

equality and change for many people all over the world. It has been considered

a place where everyone can freely share opinions and provide or receive infor-

mation as never had happened before in history. Moreover, it allows this form

of freedom of speech without requiring the author to actually reveal their own

identity. Another important aspect of the internet is that it has broken physical

barriers worldwide, allowing people from all over the world to act and interact

with other people in far away countries.

Along with all the positive aspects just described, the internet also brought

with itself multiple issues due to its characteristic of barrierless world which does

not really match with the current geo-political situation. Among all the others

we think it is important to underline the problems that law enforcement and

various legislations around the globe have found in dealing with it. Generally,

it is fair to say that whatever happens on the internet usually involves parties

that reside in two or more different countries and this makes enforcability of a

single countries laws very difficult due to their confinement within the country

borders.
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Due to these problems, many countries have been tring to somehow con-

strain the freedom that the internet was offering to its users. Very well known

are the cases of countries such as China and North Korea where the access to the

internet is regulated by the government and the flow of information is strictly

controlled. Besides these two extreme cases, many other countries in the world

apply restrictions to the use of the internet such that they can enforce control

over the communications and forbid access to certain content. However, many

activists consider such control and restriction a violation of the fundamental

rules upon which the internet was created, and therefore helped the implemen-

tation of mechanism to guarantee free internet access to everybody that needs

it. To this end, very famous and controvertial tools such as VPNs and Tor have

been implemented. These systems allow users to connect to the internet in an

anonymous and encrypted way.

The use of such systems makes it almost impossible for controllers to effec-

tively impose controls on the information that flows through them due to their

encrypted and untraceable nature. Nevertheless, legislations have to deal with

these kinds of technologies and update their laws accordingly since it has been

demonstrated that not all the use of these tools have legal purposes. We think

that this relation between anonymization systems such as Tor and VPNs with

the different legislations pose an interesting issue that we are going to analyze

in this paper. We think it is interesting because these tools represent a double

edged sword. On one hand they provide great services to users that are either

under government censorship or that want to maintain their anonymity and thus

their privacy online. On the other hand due to the anonymity they represent

the perfect tool to illicit operations.

1.1 VPNs

A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is defined in two US patent laws, U.S. Patent

Nos. 6,061,796 (the 796 Patent) and 6,158,011 (the 011 Patent) as a system

for securing communications between computers over an open network such as
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the Internet.1 The way this reflects on modern VPNs is that they are used to

connect your computer to another server usually in a different country to hide

your trail. The VPN providers define their service in ways such as ”hide your IP

and location ... View blocked websites from anywhere ... Avoid censorship and

surveillance”2 While each provider has their own way of providing this, they

usually do this by securing all communication with high strength encryption

keys and keeping no logs of their customers although depending on jurisdiction

some also accept that courts might force them to secretly log depending on

jurisdiction.3 They might also choose to shut down their service after receiving

such orders from the government as seen after the case of Lavabit, which was

used by Edward Snowden.4

However, such cases have made the public aware of the dangers of using

VPNs as it’s been shown the governments can still order the providers to secretly

listen to their customers and there is no way of knowing whether the provider

will chooste to go out of business to protect you or comply with demands.

Which is the reason why Tor which provides a guarantee of anonymity became

the preferred choice instead.

1.2 Tor’s History

The United States in particular has a very complex relationship with anonymiza-

tion services, and with Tor especially. The Tor project actually began as an

offshoot of an Office of Naval Research project in 1995, which originated and

developed the concept of ”onion routing”, which is the main mechanism behind

Tors effective user anonymization. In 1997, DARPA joined the project, and in

1U.S. Patent ’796 col. 1 ll. 1416.
2What is VPN? https://www.expressvpn.com/what-is-vpn (accessed March 18, 2016)
3Which VPN Providers Take Your Anonymity Seriously? https://torrentfreak.com/

anonymous-vpn-service-provider-review-2015-150228/ (accessed March 18, 2016)
4VPN Provider Shuts Down After Lavabit Case Undermines Security ”https:

//torrentfreak.com/vpn-provider-shuts-down-after-lavabit-case-undermines-

security-131022/” (accessed 18 March 2016)
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2000 the first version of the Tor project was completed and presented.5

After that, the Navy cut its funding of Tor, released the project code un-

der an open source license, and formally handed control of the project to the

Electronic Frontier Foundation in 2004.6 Even now, the Tor project receives

substantial funding from the National Science Foundation and the US Depart-

ment of State Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor.7

2 United States

2.1 Anonymity in US

Even in the United States of America, where anonymity has largely been recog-

nized by the Supreme Court to be derived from the First Amendement, how to

treat electronic anonymity still seems to be uncertain for courts. Anonymous

speech is considered older than the US as the founders wrote the Federalist

Papers under the pseudonym ’Publius’8. There have also been high profile

Supreme Court cases where anonymity has been found to be state decisions

were overturned such as Talley v. California9, where a California state legisla-

tion that restricted anonymous leaflets from being distributed, was struck down

by the Supreme Court with Justice Black delivering the opinion of the court

that ”Anonymous pamphlets, leaflets, brochures and even books have played an

important role in the progress of mankind.”10

Later in the often cited Supreme Court case McIntyre v. Ohio Elections

Comm’n11, Justice Stevens stated that ”Anonymity is a shield from the tyranny

5The Armed Forces: Instrument of Peace, Strength, Development and Prosperity. Joseph

Fagoyinbo. Page 262. https://goo.gl/5D8F3z
6 ”Almost Everyone Involved in Developing Tor was (or is) Funded by the US Government”.

Yasha Levine. https://pando.com/2014/07/16/tor-spooks/
7”Tor: Sponsors”.https://www.torproject.org/about/sponsors.html.en
8Anonymity — Electronic Frontier Foundation. https://www.eff.org/issues/anonymity

(accessed March 18, 2016).
9Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60, 80 S. Ct. 536, 4 L. Ed. 2d 559 (1960).

10Talley v. California at 64
11McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334, 115 S. Ct. 1511, 131 L. Ed. 2d 426
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of the majority. . . . It thus exemplifies the purpose behind the Bill of Rights

and of the First Amendment in particular: to protect unpopular individuals

from retaliation . . . at the hand of an intolerant society.”12 However, even

though it seemed similar standards would be applied for electronic anonymity

after Cahill v. Doe13, this standard was later relaxed to apply only to political

speech in re Anonymous Online Speakers14.

We later saw the effects of this decision, such as the appeal in the state

of Michigan Court of Appeals against a subpoena to reveal the identity of an

anonymous blogger where the motion for a protective order was reversed and

remanded15. The supreme court of Illinois also ruled to order Comcast to reveal

the identity of the anonymous poster in Hadley v. Doe16 for defamation. There

were also libel cases in Idaho and Texas where the anonymous commenters were

ordered by jury to pay fines to the plaintiffs.17

Because of these cases there is ample motivation not only for those living in

states with oppressive regulation of the internet but even people in the United

States to use anonymization services to protect their anonymity. VPNs and

Tor are some popular ways of hiding your traffic from anyone who might be

watching since by making it impossible to link your traffic to you, the ability of

courts to order your identity to be revealed disappears as well.

2.2 Tor in the U.S. for Good

The strong presence of Tor in the United States will very likely not subside any

time soon. Tor has even seen adoption by a public library in New Hampshire,

which will act as a Tor exit node (which often face legal issues as the ultimate

(1995).
12McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n at 357
13Doe v. Cahill, 884 A.2d 451 (Del. 2005).
14In re Anonymous Online Speakers, 611 F.3d 653, 38 Media L. Rep. 2057,No. 09-71265
15Thomas M. Cooley Law School v. Doe et al., No. 307426 (Mich. Ct. App. Apr. 4, 2013)
16Hadley v. Doe, 2015, IL 118000
17Online Anonymity no sure thing in libel cases. http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/

online-anonymity-no-sure-thing-in-libel-cases (accessed March 18, 2016)
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source of real web traffic exiting Tor.18 The library is supporting Tor on the basis

of their mutual shared interest in preserving ”intellectual freedom and privacy”

and in ”serv[ing] a diverse audience [which includes] vulnerable groups”.19 And

there is plenty of outspoken support for Tor form these vulnerable groups, which

are found from all walks of life and even at different levels in the government.

Tor provides an important service to a myriad of people across the US, including

victims of domestic abuse and their protectors.20 It goes without saying that

Tor is of particular use to whistleblowers and for providing anonymous tips

in dangerous circumstances. Furthermore, according to Tors co-founder Roger

Dingledine, Dingledine is approached often and thanked by federal agents who

use his creation daily.21 Although Tor has been released into the public domain

for use by the general public, it is a testament to Tors merit that it is used heavily

by law enforcement in ”intelligence gathering... for visiting or surveilling web

sites, and for security during sting operations”.22

2.3 Tor in the US for Evil

However, Tor is also known – perhaps more so – for its use in illegal activ-

ities, such as accessing child pornography, and in facilitating transactions of

illegal goods such as fake IDs, drugs, firearms. Typically these activities are

performed using Tor’s ”hidden services”, which are sites which use the Tor sys-

tem to disguise their true IP addresses – and therefore their locations.23 A

18”Tor exit relays in libraries: a new LFP project”. Alison Macrina. https://

libraryfreedomproject.org/torexitpilotphase1/
19”Tor exit relays in libraries: a new LFP project”. Alison Macrina. https://

libraryfreedomproject.org/torexitpilotphase1/
20 ”As domestic abuse goes digital, shelters turn to counter-surveillance with

Tor”. http://www.betaboston.com/news/2014/05/07/as-domestic-abuse-goes-digital-

shelters-turn-to-counter-surveillance-with-tor/
21 ”Almost Everyone Involved in Developing Tor was (or is) Funded by the US Government”.

Yasha Levine. https://pando.com/2014/07/16/tor-spooks/
22”Tor: Overview”. https://www.torproject.org/about/overview
23”Tor: Hidden Service Protocol”. https://www.torproject.org/docs/hidden-services.

html.en
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study conducted on Tor’s hidden services presented by Dr Gareth Owen of the

University of Portsmouth, England revealed that roughly 83% of real traffic to

Tor hidden services were related to child pornography,24 although Tor director

Roger Dingledine countered by clarifying that traffic to Tor hidden services ac-

counted for ”only 1.5% of all Tor traffic”, and that there are many legitimate

hidden services which help ”human rights activists... to access Facebook, or

to blog anonymously.”25 According to Dr Owen’s research, of Tor’s hidden ser-

vices, 15.4% dealt with information on drugs, 9% were marketplaces which sold

illegal goods, 9% dealt with fraud, and 2.75% hosted pornography, of which

a large portion was revenge porn.26 According to Tor’s reported metrics, Tor

supports over 384,000 daily users in the US alone, which means there are, on

average, well over 4,500 visits to child pornography websites every single day in

the United States.27

2.4 The FBI Versus Tor

Because of its extreme effectiveness in shielding the identities of its users from

prying eyes, Tor has created extreme problems for law enforcement, and in

particular for the FBI. Because Tor is very likely to cause traffic to travel long

distances between states, and even end up in other countries, the FBI faces a

monumental task of tracing endpoint Tor traffic back to its source. As a result,

the FBI needs to cooperate with myriad other federal agencies and ISPs to

correlate traffic, inform investigations and conduct raids. In their own press

release, the FBI describes the Tor network as ”a part of the Internet designed

to make it practically impossible to physically locate the computers hosting or

24”Dr Gareth Owen: Tor: Hidden Services and Deanonymisation”. Dr Gareth Owen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oTEoLB-ses
25 ”Tor: 80 percent of ??? percent of 1-2 percent abusive.”. Nick Mathewson. https:

//blog.torproject.org/blog/tor-80-percent-percent-1-2-percent-abusive
26”Dr Gareth Owen: Tor: Hidden Services and Deanonymisation”. Dr Gareth Owen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oTEoLB-ses
27 ”TorMETRICS - Top-10 countries by directly connecting users”. https://metrics.

torproject.org/userstats-relay-table.html
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accessing websites on the network”, and goes on to later list at least 12 federal

groups with whom the FBI cooperates, and with whom they collaborated on

the 2014 raid of over 400 Tor hidden services, including the DEA, the IRS, the

ATF, the Secret Service, and the U.S. Marshals Service.28 The press release

also lists 16 European countries who assisted the FBI through Eurojust and

Europol’s European Cybercrime Center during their investigation. 29

Perhaps the most widely publicized FBI raid on a Tor hidden service was

the 2013 raid on the Silk Road marketplace, which was run by American Ross

Ulbricht. The Silk Road marketplace allowed anonymous Tor users to purchase

just about any illicit good imaginable, such as heroin, cocaine, fake passports,

credit card information, Social Security numbers, firearms, and even services

like computer hacking.30 By 2013, the Silk Road had ”nearly one million user

accounts”, had processed $1.8 billion worth of transactions, of which Ulbricht

had kept $80 million.31 What is particularly interesting and important to note

in the case of the Silk Road investigation was that the FBI did not actually

ever attempt to break Tor, but rather sought ways to circumvent it. Ultimately,

the four pivotal pieces of evidence which identified Ulbricht were: a shipment

of 9 fake IDs, all with Ulbricht’s face; a StackOverflow question about Tor and

PHP posted under Ulbricht’s name, which was then changed to ”frosty”; 32 a

pivotal leak of a real IP address from the Silk Road front page, which allowed the

28 ”More Than 400 .Onion Addresses, Including Dozens of Dark Market Sites, Targeted as

Part of Global Enforcement Action on Tor Network”. https://goo.gl/u6EayD
29 ”More Than 400 .Onion Addresses, Including Dozens of Dark Market Sites, Targeted as

Part of Global Enforcement Action on Tor Network”.https://goo.gl/u6EayD
30 ”Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces Seizure of Additional $28 Million Worth of Bit-

coins Belonging to Ross William Ulbricht, Alleged Owner and Operator of Silk Road Website

”. https://goo.gl/ueIuPr
31 ”How the feds took down the Dread Pirate Roberts”. Nate Anderson and Cyrus Farivar.

3 October 2013. http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/10/how-the-feds-took-down-

the-dread-pirate-roberts/
32 ”How the feds took down the Dread Pirate Roberts”. Nate Anderson and Cyrus Farivar.

3 October 2013. http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/10/how-the-feds-took-down-

the-dread-pirate-roberts/
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FBI to locate and search the physical server;33 and finally the then-significant

finding that the Silk Road server’s public key ended with ”frosty@frosty”.34

Significantly, It was only through a collection of mistakes and naive actions by

Ulbricht which gave away his identity – the FBI made clear in Ulbricht’s trial

that finding the location of the Silk Road server did not require the help of

the NSA.35 But besides Ulbricht’s mistakes, Tor did its job, and significantly

stymied all of the FBI’s other attempts to trace connections.

2.5 The NSA Versus Tor

While the FBI faces troubles in working around the ever-increasing prevalence of

Tor in online crime and illegal transactions, another federal agency seeks instead

to trace – or control – Tor traffic in order to de-anonymize it, that agency being

the NSA. An NSA presentation on Tor and progress made towards cracking

it open was leaked as part of Edward Snowden’s revelations (which, ironically,

happened over Tor). The slides describe not only which avenues of breaking Tor

that the NSA is exploring, but also those which it deems impossible to pursue.36

In particular, the NSA state that they ”will never be able to de-anonymize all

Tor users all the time”, and that they can ”de-anonymize a very small fraction

of Tor users”, but they have had no success (as of 2007) de-anonymizing single

Tor users ”on demand”.37

33 ”The FBI Finally Says How It Legally Pinpointed Silk Roads Server”. Andy Greenberg. 5

September 2014. http://www.wired.com/2014/09/the-fbi-finally-says-how-it-legally-

pinpointed-silk-roads-server/
34 ”The FBI Finally Says How It Legally Pinpointed Silk Roads Server”. Andy Greenberg. 5

September 2014. http://www.wired.com/2014/09/the-fbi-finally-says-how-it-legally-

pinpointed-silk-roads-server/
35 ”The FBI Finally Says How It Legally Pinpointed Silk Roads Server”. Andy Greenberg. 5

September 2014. http://www.wired.com/2014/09/the-fbi-finally-says-how-it-legally-

pinpointed-silk-roads-server/
36”’Tor Stinks’ presentation read the full document”. 4 October 2013. http://goo.gl/

PZFVFG
37”’Tor Stinks’ presentation read the full document”. 4 October 2013. http://goo.gl/

PZFVFG
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Thus, we can see that Tor is very effectively preventing the NSA from break-

ing into the communications of single, targeted individuals, which is likely very

often the objective of the NSA when investigating the possibility of a Tor user

having terrorist connections. Nevertheless, the NSA is apparently still gaining

ground against Tor without brute-forcing the problem by, for example, ”ex-

ploit[ing] nodes”, which it describes as posing prohibitive ”legal and technical

challenges”.38

2.6 Related Cases

Despite the fact that Tor enables its users to surf the Internet anonymously and

using Tor seems completely legal in United States, the government is in search

of different ways to track illegal activities on Deep/Dark Web. A recent case39

shows that the government is controversially trying to bypass the anonymity

features of the Tor.

On February 23,2016,in a case about the owner of a ”Silk Road 2.0” website

that is used for distribution of drugs and operated on Tor network, Western

Washington District Court’s Order – commenting that Tor users do not have a

reasonable expectation of privacy for their IP addresses while using the Tor net-

work – stated that defendant’s IP information was obtained by law enforcement

pursuant to a subpoena served on the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) . SEI-CMU was working on a project funded

by the Department of Defense researching Tor network’s vulnerabilities when

they discovered Brian Farrell’s Ip address. Court Order also refers to another

case40 which stated that IP address is not private information.Also In 2014,

FBI acknowledged that it took over the servers of a large anonymous hosting

company,Freedom Hosting, and used them on child pornography insvestigation

38”’Tor Stinks’ presentation read the full document”. 4 October 2013. http:

//www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/oct/04/tor-stinks-nsa-presentation-

document
39UNITED STATES of AMERICA v. BRIAN FARRELL,Feb 23,2016,http://www.leagle.

com/decision/In%20FDCO%2020160224E97/U.S.%20v.%20FARRELL%20,%20.
40United States v. Michaud , W.D. Wa. No. 15-cr-05351, Dkt. #140, p. 14
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for two weeks 41.

These activities brought some doubts about reasonable expectation of pri-

vacy. Communication on the Internet increasing rapidly. These communications

and information will be under the scope of law enforcement and intelligence

gathering authorities. Beside the purpose of preventing illegal activities, it if

government seeks a backdoor into anonymity network, it would be asignificant

infringment on individual privacy42. At this point United States faces against

a dilemma or a tradeoff.

3 Foreign Countries

3.1 China

China is one of the most strict nation in matter of internet censorship and

regulations. With its ”Great Firewall” (also know as Golden Shild Project) the

chinese government since mid 90’ has started a program of mass surveillance that

was focusing on checks how the population is using internet and is blocking all

the contents related to specific topics such as democracy.

The Revised Provisional Regulations Governing the Management of Chinese

Computer Information Netowrks Connected to Internationa Networks states

that ”[c]omputer information networks conducting direct international network-

ing shall use the international access channels provided by the national public

telecommunications networks of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications.

No units or individuals shall set up by themselves or use other access channels

for international networking.”43. This article intrinsically prohibits Tor and all

41”FBI Admits It Controlled Tor Servers Behind Mass Malware Attack”,KEVIN

POULSEN,09.13.13,http://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/
42Watson, Keith D. ”The Tor Network: A Global Inquiry.” Washington University Global

Studies Law Review 11 (2012): 736.
43Revised Priovisional Regulations Governing the Manbagement of Chinese Computer In-

formation Networks Connected to International Networks (originally promulgated on February

1, 1996 by State Council Decree No. 195 and revised by the state Council on May 20, 1997),

art. 6, translated in Codes & Statutes – Computer and Internet Law, EASTLAW.NET,
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the other existing solution to surf the internet avoiding the Great Firewall.

In China not only the use of Tor is forbidden by law but also the entry

points that are necessary to each user to connect through Tor are banned by the

government since their IP address are publically known in a specific list. Even in

this situation though the technology still allow through other means to connect

to this entry points and thus bypass the firewall and allow the population to

surf the internet without any restriction.

Finally, chinese law allows law enforcement to remotly access all citizens

devices and computers which may permit in the future a mass control of the

usage of the internet and eventually possible reprecursion against who uses Tor

to avoid their control. 44

3.2 Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia is one of the countries that route and regulate Internet via na-

tional network struture. Regulations and filtering in Saudi Arabia focuses on

contradictory content against state and pornography, gambling, religious conver-

sion,etc which are considered immoral. Tor is blocked in Saudi Arabia because

it provides users to bypass the national network.45.

However, despite the strict regulations, usage of circumvention services like

tor is increasing steadily in Saudi Arabia 46.

http://www.eastlaw.net/service/datacnlaw/code/computer/no195.htm (last visited May

12, 2012)
44 Article 14 authorizes Chinese officials to obtain full access to any sensitive information

they wish: ”Providers of internet information services and internet acccess providers shall

maintain these records for 60 days, and shall make them available to all relevant government

agencies examining them pursuant to law.” State Council Order No. 292 (adopted at the

31st Executive Meeting of the State Council on September 20, 2000; promulgated by Decree

No. 292 of the State Council of the Peopleś Republic of China as of September 25, 2000), art

15, translation in Measures for Managing Internet Information Services, CHINA CULTURE,

http://www1.chinaculture.org/library/2008-02/06/content_23369.htm (last visited May

12, 2012)
45Watson, Keith D. ”The Tor Network: A Global Inquiry.” Washington University Global

Studies Law Review 11 (2012): 729-730.
46Direct connections have increased from around 1000 in late 2009 to over
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3.3 United Arab Emirates

The United Arab Emirates has softer but again restrictive approaches to use

of anonymization services like Tor. Telecommunications Regulatory Authority

(TRA) of U.A.E. specifies restrictions and prohibitions of online contents for

ISPs.

These restrictions include anonymity networks. Tor site is blocked in The

United Arab Emirates. The U.A.E has two main puposes for banning anonymity

services.First, these services enable users to access blocked contents such as

pornography and criminal activities.Second, the government runs surveillance

and monitoring on Internet activities of users and anonymity services like Tor

evades government monitoring47

3.4 Analysis

Shortly, different countries have different reasons and purposes to restrict or

completely ban anonymization services like Tor. China, which has the most

strict Internet regulation policies, tries to prevent users from evading its cen-

tralized firewall. Saudi Arabia aims to filter immoral and illegal activities and

to prevent anything contrary against government which anonymity services en-

able users to evade. The United Arab Emirate’s main pupose, however, is to

facilitate government surveillance over its citizens. The U.A.E. is also trying

to filter immoral and illegal activities on the Internet.On the contrary, United

State has very limited filtering on the Internet. Using anonymity services like

Tor is legal under US law. According to EEF, no one was sues for running

A Tor relay so far48. However, US government has an increasing interest in

monitoring Internet communications including anonymity service activities for

4000 in early 2011. See, e.g., Directly Connecting Tor Users, TOR MET-

RICS, https://metrics.torproject.org/users.html?graph=direct-users&start=2009-01-

01&end=2011-01-18&country=sa#direct-users (last visited Mar. 4, 2012).
47Watson, Keith D. ”The Tor Network: A Global Inquiry.” Washington University Global

Studies Law Review 11 (2012): 731-732.
48Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF),April 21, 2014,https://www.torproject.org/eff/

tor-legal-faq.html.en
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the purpose of prevention of terrorist attacks, illegal activities such as selling

drugs,child pornography and leaks of classified documents.

4 Conclusion

To say that the Tor project – and indeed any effective anonymization tool –

straddles a very thin line between the humanitarian and the legally obstructive

is somewhat missing the mark. The true reason Tor is such a moral and legal

quagmire in the US and abroad is because its purpose is both completely in

line with that of the Internet, while simultaneously completely orthogonal to

the Internet’s normal operation, in that it gives users simple, universal access to

information and services across the globe, while also completely disguising the

traffic’s origin, destination, and content. It is an entirely new brand of Internet

– the ”dark web”. Like encryption, anonymity tools like Tor are the sharpest

of double-edged swords. So where does Tor stand with law enforcement in the

world, and where is it heading? The answer is unclear. Tor is obviously an

impedance for law enforcement and defensive national security. Some ISPs will

ban Tor traffic and nodes out of self-defense against inevitable federal investi-

gations, while others have even donated to the Tor project 49.

It is reasonable to say that Tor is ”passively” in the news for good reasons

and ”actively” makes headlines for very bad reasons, and the nature of the

public’s perception of Tor is critical to the future of all anonymization tools; if

Tor becomes enough of a source of criminal activity or botnet traffic that it is

banned in every library, university, office building, coffeeshop, or even most ISPs,

then the effectiveness of Tor will drop nothing. But perhaps there is hope for Tor

yet. As has been publicized, law enforcement have managed many raids against

hidden services and criminal users of Tor, despite its effectiveness, by relying

on mistakes, misconfigurations, and the correlation of real-world evidence. It is

difficult to say whether intelligence and national security agencies like the NSA

and GCHQ, which often have targets outside of their own countries, are able to

49”Tor: Sponsors”.https://www.torproject.org/about/sponsors.html.en
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circumvent Tor when it needs to, but the evidence suggests that they can and

do, and are still expanding their capabilities.

And it cannot be forgotten that Tor provides its services to law enforcement

at every level as well, whether for online surveillance, police sting operations,

anonymous tip lines, or in providing reliable and secure communication and

services to the military or intelligence agents abroad 50. With these facts in

mind, it seems likely that Tor, despite continual trouble with hosts and despite

obstructing law enforcement, will continue to exist in a turbulent state of be-

grudging acceptance by governments worldwide. Only time – and additional

legal cases on privacy rights and encryption – will tell.
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